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WORKWEAR

WORKWEAR
Searching for a collection of a contemporary and modern working
clothes, we have created the brand ARMOR +, which is inspired by
modern lifestyles and changing of the conditions of occupational
safety. In cooperation with the users of protective clothing,
professional team with many years of experience and professional
planning, we have created collections which will make the user to
feel modern and protected in every moment of his professional
activity. First class fabrics and their top performances provide
high level of protection, the construction provide flexibility and
comfort so working becomes pleasure.
The main requirements of the brand ARMOR + are quality
and safety. At each stage of creation, the collection was
developed with innovative solutions regarding the comfort,
design and professional needs. As a final product, a part of the
collection was subjected to many tests. The research team and
independent accredited laboratory were working together to
ensure optimal use superior safety in specific conditions. As a
result of this cooperation, part of the collections of the brand
ARMOR + are certified to the latest European norm EN ISO
13688:2013.

A

Armliftsystem for more agility

C

Knee pockets for knee pad

B

Ergonomically shaped sleeves

D

Elastic braces and fabric on belt area

ВЕЛИЧИНА / VELIČINA / SIZE

S

M

L

XL

XXL

XXXL

ВИСИНА / VISINA / HEIGHT (cm)

170 - 174

174 - 178

178 - 182

182 - 186

186 - 190

190 - 194

ГРАДИ / PRSA / CHEST (cm)

89 - 106

106 - 114

114 - 122

122 - 130

130 - 138

138 - 146

СТРУК / STRUK / BELT (cm)

61 - 69

69 - 77

77 - 85

85 - 93

93 - 101

101 - 109
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As a result of the mutual work, the Armor
Plus collections are certified according to
the latest EU standard EN ISO 13 688: 2013.
Our professional knowledge we
have built for more than 15 years,
supplemented with the systems
ISO 9001, ISO 14001 and OHSAS
18001, enables us to manage
our production, from the
design of the clothes to the
realization.
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Ultra Modern collection of work clothes that follows every movement of the user and provides a
comfortable job.
Modern design and new textile manufacturing technologies make you feel free and dynamic, and at the
same time safe and secure. Using modern and comfortable work clothing is important to look professional
and safety workplace. Made according to the norm EN 13688.
The work clothes of the collection is made of two basic colors;
A) Dark Gray (gray) in combination with Black (black) and Sulfur Green (greeny);
B) Red (red) in combination with Black (black) and Sulfur Green (greeny).
* The Predator collection is your right choice for comfort and style.		

PREDATOR JACKET
Powerful jacket, with high style and practical use.
Comfortable with ergonomic design, for a pleasant
feeling throughout the day. It contains five practical
pockets, two on the front on the chest line, one on
the left sleeve, covered with a pocket flap closed with
Velcro tape, while two are on the waist line, with a
zipper. Central closure with zipper, a regulator of the
width on the sleeve opening with an adjustment piece,
and elastic knit for the cuff and the collar.
Fabric: 65% polyester, 35% cotton / 245 g/m²
Knitted fabric: polyester + cotton + elastin / 360 g/m²
Color: dark gray / black / sulfur green; red / black / sulfur green.
Size: S - 5XL

EN ISO 13688

PREDATOR PANTS
Predator Pants are the right choice for working with
them. An urban cut that accompanies the body, which
gives a sense of flexibility and dynamic working.
Fabric: 65% polyester, 35% cotton / 245 g/m².
Color: dark gray / black / sulfur green; red / black / sulfur green.
Size: S - 5XL
EN ISO 13688
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HEAVY
PREDATOR HEAVY JACKET
From the old excellent ergonomic cut, to a new highly heavy
jacket. A new member of the “family” of the PREDATOR.
Collection name that carries with a real purpose. Uses an ultraheavy fabric of 310g /m² which makes jacket number one choice
in the selection of Protective clothing.
The old practical style with 4 outer pockets and one sleeve is
kept, elastic collar and cuffs, while the Sulfur color is replaced
by a high visibility tape.
Fabric: 65% cotton, 35% polyester 310 g/m².
Color: blue / black. Size: S - 5XL

PREDATOR HEAVY PANTS
Predator Heavy Pants enclosure new powerful look. They use
the old design, and are made of ultra-heavy fabric of 310 g /m²,
where you can feel safe at the workplace at any moment.
Practical pants with five front pockets and two on the back side,
reinforcement in the part of the knee and the hem on the pants.
The reflection parts additionally enrich the model.
Fabric: 65% cotton, 35% polyester 310 g/m².
Color: blue / black.
Size: S - 5XL

PREDATOR SOFTSHEL
Predator softshell is a real “predator” in this collection.
While wearing, you have the feeling that it is your “second
skin” allows you to feel powerful and dominant wherever you
are, in the office or in the field.
Fabric: 96% Polyester, 4% Elastin, TPU membrane, 290 g/m2.
Color: black.
Size: S - 5XL
EN ISO 13688

*All right protected,
no part of this material or collection may be reproduced, photocopied
or in any other way reproduced without written authorization.
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HARD

PREDATOR HARD JACKET
Predator Hard is a collection that in the field of
protective clothing is unrivalled. Top new Armor plus
a collection is based on high heavy fabrics made in the
latest methods and technologies. The already proven
design in combination with this fabrics makes the
jacket a real perfection. Use a combination of Canvas
320 g/m² fabrics and Cordura ® fabric 290 g/m² as a
combination.
Fabric: 65% cotton, 35% Polyester 320 g/m²;
Combination: Cordura Polyamide (PA 6.6) 290 g/m²
Size: S - 5XL

PREDATOR HARD PANTS
Predator Hard pants are the latest generation of Armor plus
collections. From the old good looks to perfectly combined
fabrics, making them Predator Hard pants irreplaceable when
working with them. Functional, with high practical application,
excellent design, and reinforcement to specific places.
Color: dark blue / black / silver.
A) Fabric: 65% cotton / 35% polyester 320 g/m²;
B) Combination: Cordura polyamide (PA 6.6) 290 g/m²;
Size: S - 5XL
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PREDATOR TROUSERS
Predator Trousers are a real evolution of the
Predator Pants. Powerful Predator pants have
grown into highly practical Trousers, with an
additional practical pocket on the chest and elastic
overlaps for more comfortable body movements.
Fabric: red- 65% cotton / 35% polyester 245 g/m²
Color: gray / black.
Size: S - 5XL

*All right protected,
no part of this material or collection may be reproduced, photocopied
or in any other way reproduced without written authorization.
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Contemporary collection made of the finest quality fabric that satisfies the demands of
professional working clothes. The collection is characterized by functionality, versatility
and modern design.
The base color of the collection is dark gray in combination with azure blue azuro with sulfur green (greeny), and as dark blue-navy (blue) with sulfur
green (greeny) combination.
Made according to the norm EN ISO 13688.

DYNAMIC PPE JACKET
Dynamic Jacket, standard work jacket, with urban style,
contains 5 outer pockets, central closing with a zipper and
zipper cover pad closes with Velcro. Ergonomic cut, with elastic
sleeves and elastic waist of the jacket, complemented with
Velcro tape for the sleeve openings.
Fabric: 65% polyester, 35% cotton / 245 g/m².
Color: gray / azuro, gray / greeny, navy / greeny.
Size: S - 5XL
EN ISO 13688

DYNAMIC PPE PANTS
Dynamic pants up to waist, practical and dynamical with
six outer pockets, hammer frame loop on the left edge,
reinforcement of the knees with the possibility of inserting
a polyurethane insole. Placing a central zipper closure with
a plastic button.
Fabric: 65% polyester, 35% cotton / 245 g/m².
Color: gray / azuro, gray / greeny, navy / greeny.
Size: S - 5XL
EN ISO 13688
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DYNAMIC PPE TROUSERS
Dynamic Trousers are practical and dynamic,
with straps and side piece of elastic knitted fabric,
with seven outer pockets, a hammer loop in the
left edge. In the knee area-knee pocket there is a
possibility of inserting a polyurethane insole.
Fabric: 65% polyester, 35% cotton / 245 g/m².
Color: gray / azuro, gray / greeny, navy / greeny.
Size: S - 5XL

DYNAMIC PPE VEST WINTER Azuro/Greeny
Dynamic winter vest in Azuro and Greeny combination, with six functional
pockets and one GSM pocket. Centrally fastened with a zipper covered with a
pad. Tricot on the sleeve opening and the 100% polar fleece as a lining makes it
the perfect vest for winter conditions.
Fabric: 65% polyester, 35% cotton / 245 g/m²
Lining: : 100% polyester polar fleece / 280 g/m²
Color: gray / azuro, gray / greeny. Size: S - 5XL
EN ISO 13688

DYNAMIC PPE VEST Azuro/Greeny
Dynamic summer version of the vest, with central closing with a short zipper in
the middle of the vest. Functional with six outer pockets, enriched with a loop on
the left bottom pocket that is used to hold the tools.
Fabric: : 65% polyester, 35% cotton / 245 g/m²
Color: gray / azuro, gray / greeny.
Size: S - 5XL
EN ISO 13688

*All right protected,
no part of this material or collection may be reproduced, photocopied
or in any other way reproduced without written authorization.
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DYNAMIC-DENIM
Contemporary collection, in trend with the new technologies for
making DENIM fabrics. Powerful and urban collection for multi-purpose.
This collection follows the cut line of the collection DYNAMIC.

DYNAMIC DENIM JACKET
Modern DENIM work jacket, highly stylized, with carefully
selected materials for making it. Contains 4 front pockets,
central zipper for closing with press buttons for closing the
pad. The cut is reinforcement in the shoulder area. The sleeves
are bifurcated with a slid piece of sleeve and cuffs with regulators for
adjusting the width of the sleeve opening.
Fabric: denim- 70 % cotton; 30% polyester in 340 g/m²;
Color: navy.
Size: S - 5XL

DYNAMIC DENIM PANTS
Fashionable Denim work pants, with 7 functional pockets, three on
the back and four on the front. Central closure with a zipper, a metal jeans
button on the belt with an ork. In the area of the knees are reinforcement
with Canvas fabric for extra protection. The pocket on the knee has the
possibility of inserting a polyurethane padlocked with a lid and a lizard.
Fabric: denim- 70 % cotton; 30% polyester in 340 g/m²;
Color: navy.
Size: S - 5XL
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DYNAMIC Polo Blouse
Fashionable cut of polo blouse with long sleeves and
cuffs, that follows the collection of basic colour and the
colour of the combination fabric. The knitted fabric is
enriched with polyester for a better quality product.
Knitted fabric: peak 50% polyester, 50% cotton 195 g/m²
Size: S - 5XL

COLORS:
EN ISO 13688

DYNAMIC Polo Shirt
Fashionable cut of polo T-shirt that follows the
collection of basic the colours and the colour of the
combination fabric. The knitted fabric is enriched with
polyester for a better quality product.
Knitted fabric: peak 50% polyester, 50% cotton 195 g/m²
Color: white, black, gray, green, blue, blue, red.
Size: S - 5XL

COLORS:
EN ISO 13688

*All right protected,
no part of this material or collection may be reproduced, photocopied
or in any other way reproduced without written authorization.
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DYNAMIC Jacket Polar-Sem
Blouson made from 100% polar fleece with a central zipper. It
is reinforced on the front and back panel with a 245 g / m² twill
fabric, as well on the sleeves from the wrist to the elbow. There
are two lower pockets with a zipper.
Fabric: polyester polar fleece 310 g, 65% polyester,
35% cotton / 245 g/m2.
Lining: 65% polyester, 35% cotton / 24 g/m2.
Size: S - 5XL
EN ISO 13688

COLORS:

DYNAMIC HOODIE
Blouse with hood, coated with combination of knitted fabric,
and a width regulation laces. Elastic knit on cuffs and the waist.
Front central pocket. The blouse follows the Dynamic Collection
in a combination of the following colours: dark gray / red, red /
dark gray, black / greeny.
Size: S - 5XL
EN ISO 13688

COLORS:

HOODIE with zipper
Hoodie with central zipper closing
Blouse with hood, coated with combination of knitted fabric,
and a width regulation laces. Elastic knit on cuffs and the
waist. Has one pocket on the chest with zipper, and two waist
pockets. The closure of the hoodie is with central zipper.
Base material: 100% polyester.
Color: gray / orange, gray / navy, green / bordeaux.
Size: S - 5XL
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A new generation of work wear AVIATOR which is based on comfort, functionality
attention
personal protection. The unique design, the perfect freedom of movement, the
level. The
to detail and technologically advanced materials, lead this collection to a new
will make
tion
highest expectations of quality, design, aesthetics, ergonomics and protec
you want to wear this collection both for work and leisure.

AVIATOR JACKET
Aviator work wear Jacket, is made of a fabric with 55% polyester, 30% cotton
and 15% elastin, ultra-comfort, easy to maintain and at high temperatures.
Made of front and back, with 4 pockets, two lower pockets, two on the
chest. The right one is with a zipper, on the left side the pocket is placed by
an angle. All pockets are covered with flaps that are closed with press buttons.
The enclosure is settled by a zipper and covered with a pad. The jacket also has
under pad for protections form the zipper. The jacket is with long, three-part
sleeve, ergonomically, follow the line of the arm and the elbow. The sleeve has
a slit piece, a cuff that has sliders to regulate the width, and in the shoulder
section it is reinforced. The lower part of the jacket is with a belt, one side with
one strap and a piece for adjusting the width of the lower part of the jacket.
On the back panel the jacket is cut on the yoke line with top stitch.
Fabric: 55% cotton, 30% polyester, 15% elastin Т-400 / 260g/m²;
Color: navy. Size: S - 5XL
EN ISO 13 688:2013

AVIATOR TROUSERS
Aviator trousers, ultra comfortable, easy to care and at high temperatures.
Made of front and back panel. The back part, the trousers are with 4 pockets,
two are the back bag pockets covered with a flap closed with press buttons,
and two are for the metro(ruler) placed one over the other. On the back, the
trousers are cut into two places on the line under the hip and on the line of the
knee, with a single decorative stitch. On the waist-line in the back belt there
is an elastic to regulate the width of the waist. On the front- chest part, the
trousers have one pocket, divided with stitch, covered with a pocket flap. It
has two inner front pockets and two side pockets with a flap closed with
press button. Aviator trousers are cut into the part of the hips, embroidered
with a double top stitch. The closing of the trousers is resolved centrally with
a zipper, covered with zipper fly pieces. In the area of the knees, the trousers
are made with reinforcement pieces. The braces of the trousers are elastic.
Side pulling pants are solved with two pairs of press buttons regulating, for
the width of the waist.
EN ISO 13 688:2013

75°

Maintenance at high temperatures with
high fastness of the colour.

*All right protected,
no part of this material or collection may be reproduced, photocopied
or in any other way reproduced without written authorization.
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AVIATOR PANTS
Aviator workwear pants, have 7 pockets, two back pockets
with flap closures with press buttons. On the front there are 2
front jeans designed pockets, where on the right side there
is a loop with a “D” ring for attachment, 3 side pockets, two
pockets with flaps and the left side pocket has a zipper in other
colour. The buckling of the pants is settled by a zipper, one central
press button, and a button with an ork or slot for a zipper. The
waist band is internal with 7 belt loops, where on the side part
to the front there is a belt with a elastic with regulators for the
regulation of the width of the belt. The model is reinforced in the
part of the knee.
EN ISO 13 688:2013

AVIATOR WIND JACKET
The latest cut of the Aviator family. A powerful windJacket with a high urban style. High design with 6
outer pockets, two are half-beg are on the chest line,
covered with a flap, and two double pockets on the
waist line. The wind Jacket also has side zipper covered
with battens sealed with a Velcro tape. The jacket is
comfortable with additional tension with laces on the
waist line. The sleeves have adjustment pieces with
Velcro for adjusting the width of the sleeve and pockets
on the biceps line with zipper. Highly styled hood that
has the ability to collect in a roll, which is held by a loop
with a plastic button.

75°

Maintenance at high temperatures with
high fastness of the colour.
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SUITS FOR FIRE-FIGHTING
Made according to norms EN ISO 469 and 15 614

A RMOR + ?

ARMOR + VATROPROEKT

ARMOR + FIREGU
ARD
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Treta Makedonska Brigada st.no. 48
1000 Skopje, Republic of Macedonia
Tel. +389 2 2401 304 | 2401 305 |
Fax. +389 2 2401 304 | 2401 305 |
contact@armorplus.mk

www.armorplus.mk
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